Abstract-Heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) aims at matching facial images acquired from different sensing modalities with mission-critical applications in forensics, security and commercial sectors. However, HFR presents more challenging issues than traditional face recognition because of the large intra-class variation among heterogeneous face images and the limited availability of training samples of cross-modality face image pairs. This paper proposes the novel Wasserstein convolutional neural network (WCNN) approach for learning invariant features between near-infrared (NIR) and visual (VIS) face images (i.e., NIR-VIS face recognition). The low-level layers of the WCNN are trained with widely available face images in the VIS spectrum, and the high-level layer is divided into three parts: the NIR layer, the VIS layer and the NIR-VIS shared layer. The first two layers aim at learning modality-specific features, and the NIR-VIS shared layer is designed to learn a modality-invariant feature subspace. The Wasserstein distance is introduced into the NIR-VIS shared layer to measure the dissimilarity between heterogeneous feature distributions. W-CNN learning is performed to minimize the Wasserstein distance between the NIR distribution and the VIS distribution for invariant deep feature representations of heterogeneous face images. To avoid the over-fitting problem on small-scale heterogeneous face data, a correlation prior is introduced on the fully-connected WCNN layers to reduce the size of the parameter space. This prior is implemented by a low-rank constraint in an end-to-end network. The joint formulation leads to an alternating minimization for deep feature representation at the training stage and an efficient computation for heterogeneous data at the testing stage. Extensive experiments using three challenging NIR-VIS face recognition databases demonstrate the superiority of the WCNN method over state-of-the-art methods.
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INTRODUCTION
U BIQUITOUS face sensors not only facilitate the wide application of face recognition but also generate various heterogeneous sets of facial images [1] , [2] . Matching faces across different sensing modalities raises the problem of heterogeneous face recognition (HFR) or cross-modality face recognition. Due to significant difference in sensing processes, heterogeneous images of the same subject have large appearance variations, which has distinguished HFR from regular visual (VIS) face recognition [3] . Over the last decade, HFR has become increasingly important in many practical security applications and has attracted substantial attention in the computer vision community. Impressive progress has been made in associated research areas, such as near-infrared (NIR) versus VIS [4] , sketch versus VIS [5] , 2D versus 3D [6] , and different resolutions [7] and poses [8] .
Because the NIR imaging technique provides an efficient and straightforward solution for improving face recognition performance in extreme lighting conditions, it has been considered one of the most prominent alternative sensing modalities in HFR [9] . Moreover, NIR imaging has been proved to be less sensitive to visible light illumination variations [10] . Thus this method is applicable for face recognition at a distance or even at night, and has been widely used in face identification and authorization applications, such as security surveillance and E-passports. However, most face galleries only consist of VIS images due to the mass deployment of VIS sensors, whereas probe images are often captured by NIR modalities. Therefore, the demand for robust matching between NIR and VIS face images, which is also known as the NIR-VIS HFR problem, has increased sharply and attracted considerable attention.
Substantial research efforts have been directed toward improving NIR-VIS HFR performance [2] , [11] . Traditional NIR-VIS methods generally involve image synthesis, subspace learning and invariant feature extraction [2] , [12] . These methods often utilize several processing steps to achieve satisfactory accuracy. Recently, inspired by the successful application of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to VIS face recognition [13] , [14] , [15] , several deep models [9] , [16] , [17] have attempted to transfer the knowledge learned on a large scale VIS face database to the NIR modality. These methods train a basic CNN network on the public CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database [4] and make the basic network adaptable to both NIR and VIS modalities. Experimental results suggest that deep models have the potential to outperform traditional NIR-VIS methods.
However, NIR-VIS HFR remains a challenging problem for deep models and is largely unsolved, which is mainly because of the following two reasons: 1) The gap between the sensing patterns of the VIS and NIR modalities. Because NIR and VIS images are captured using different sensing modalities, they have large differences in feature representation. Moreover, VIS data lack the representative spectral information of NIR images; therefore, deep models trained on VIS data fail to provide satisfactory results [9] , [16] , [17] . The debate on the optimal measure of the difference and the approach for closing the gap between VIS and NIR modalities remains active. Thus exploring modality-invariant representations of both NIR and VIS face images via large-scale VIS face data is difficult. 2) Over-fitting on small-scale training sets. With the rapid development of the Internet, large collections of VIS face images can be gathered efficiently. However, VIS face images paired with NIR layouts are not widely available online, which increases the cost of obtaining paired VIS and NIR images on a large scale. Most existing HFR databases are of a small-scale (fewer than 10,000 samples) with large feature dimensions (at least 100Â100 pixels). Consequently, deep models will likely over-fit the training set during feature learning [9] , [16] . Determining the optimal method for fitting deep models to small-scale NIR-VIS datasets remains a central problem.
In this paper, the two aforementioned problems are tackled by a novel Wasserstein CNN (WCNN) architecture. The WCNN employs a single network structure to map both NIR and VIS images to a compact euclidean feature space such that the NIR and VIS images in the embedding space directly correspond to the face similarity. The WCNN is composed of three key components in an end-to-end fashion. First of all, inspired by the observations and results indicating that the facial appearance is composed of identity information and variation information (e.g., lightings, poses, and expressions) [4] , [18] , [19] , we divide the highlevel layer of the WCNN into two orthogonal subspaces that contain modality-invariant identity information and modality-variant spectrum information. Second, we focus on finding a method for evaluating the distance between the NIR distribution and the VIS distribution. The Wasserstein distance is imposed on the identity subspace to measure the difference between the NIR and the VIS feature distributions, which reduces the gap between the two modalities. The learned identity subspace is expected to contain identity-invariant information of the two modalities. We further assume that the features of the same subject in the identity subspace follow a Gaussian distribution so that the Wasserstein distance can be efficiently optimized. Last, because the fully connected layers of the WCNN have a large number of parameters and are prone to overfitting on small-scale datasets, we impose a correlation prior on the fully connected layers, which is implemented by a non-convex low-rank constraint. The advantage of this prior is particularly significant when the size of the training set is small.
To make our learned invariant features be robust to heterogeneous intra-class variations of individuals, we first train our convolutional network on large-scale VIS data. We exploit the maxout operator [20] as the activation function in both convolutional layers and fully connected layers. Then, we fine-tune the low-level layers of this network to be adaptable to NIR data. We employ an alternating minimization approach to solve our joint formulation problem, which results in a compact deep representation and an efficient computation for heterogeneous data during training and testing, respectively. The effectiveness of our WCNN method is extensively evaluated using the most challenging CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Database [4] , Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS Database [21] and BUAA NIR-VIS Database [22] . Our results demonstrate that the proposed WCNN method clearly outperforms the related state-of-the-art NIR-VIS methods, and significantly improves the state-of-the-art rank-1 accuracy and verification rate (VR) at a low false acceptance rate (FAR).
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows.
An effective end-to-end network architecture is developed for learning modality invariant features. This architecture naturally combines invariant feature extraction and subspace learning into a unified network. Two orthogonal subspaces are embedded to model identity and spectrum information, thereby resulting in a single network for extracting both NIR and VIS features. A novel Wasserstein distance is introduced to measure the distribution discrepancy between the NIR and the VIS modalities. Compared with previous sample-level measures [9] , [16] , the Wasserstein distance effectively reduces the gap between the two modalities and results in better feature representation. A correlation prior is imposed on the fully connected layers of the deep models to alleviate the over-fitting problem on small scale datasets. This prior improves the performance of the proposed WCNN on a smallscale NIR-VIS dataset and significantly improves the verification rate at a low false acceptance rate. The Experimental results on the challenging CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 face database show that the WCNN increases the best verification rate (@FAR=0.1 percent) from 91.0 to 98.4 percent. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods [23] , the proposed method further reduces the error rate (1-VR) by 82 percent with only a compact 128-D feature representation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of related works on NIR-VIS HFR. Section 3 presents the details of our WCNN approach for NIR-VIS face recognition. Section 4 describes the experimental results, and Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.
RELATED WORK
The problem of heterogeneous identity matching across different sensing modalities has received increasing attention from the biometrics community, and almost all types of biometrics (e.g., face and iris [24] ) have encountered this problem. NIR-VIS HFR represents one of the most extensively researched subject in heterogeneous biometrics. We briefly describe the recent works on this related subject and generally categorize these works into four classes [3] , [10] , [12] : image synthesis, subspace learning, feature representation and deep learning.
Image synthesis methods aim at transforming face images from one modality (or domain) into another via image synthesis, and they attempt to address the discrepancy between sensing modalities at the image preprocessing stage. These methods were first used in face photo-sketch synthesis and recognition [25] , with [26] transforming a face image from one modality to another based on facial analogies and [27] synthesizing a face photo from a pseudo-sketch by using multi-scale Markov random fields. Then, a hidden Markov model was further used to learn the nonlinear relationship between face photos and sketches [28] . In [6] , a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was used to reconstruct a 3D face model from a single 2D face image; in [29] , [30] and [31] , face images were reconstructed via coupled or joint dictionary learning and then HFR were performed. Recently, a cross-spectral hallucination and low-rank embedding method was proposed in [32] for synthesizing a VIS image from a NIR image via image patches. Although better rank-1 accuracy was claimed in [32] , this work did not follow the standard 10-fold testing protocol [4] . Because image synthesis is an ill-posed problem and a photo-realistic synthesized image is usually difficult to generate, approaches of this type can only reduce the modality difference to a limited extent [3] .
Feature representation methods explore modality-invariant features that are robust to various sensing conditions. These methods are often based on hand-crafted local features. Local binary patterns (LBPs), histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs), difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) and scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) are commonly used [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] . In addition, [37] applied a sparse representation to learn modality-invariant features, and [38] further applied densely sampled SIFT and multi-block LBP features to represent heterogeneous face images. In [10] , Log-DoG filtering, local encoding and uniform feature normalization were combined to find better feature representations. Based on the bag of visual words method, [39] proposed hierarchical hyperlingual-words for capturing high-level semantics across different modalities. In [3] , face images were converted pixel by pixel into encoded face images with a trained common encoding model, and a discriminant method was applied to match heterogeneous face images. Feature extraction methods reduce the modality difference when converting heterogeneous images to features, and are often applied along with subspace learning methods.
Subspace learning methods aim at learning mappings that project heterogeneous data into a common space in which the inter-modality difference is minimized. Two representative methods are the CCA and partial least squares (PLS) methods. Inspired by the CCA and PLS, [40] proposed a common discriminant feature extraction approach by considering both discriminative and local information. In [41] the locality information was studied in kernel space and a coupled discriminant analysis method was proposed. In [42] , a regularized discriminative spectral regression method for projecting heterogeneous data into a common spectral space was developed. Recently, [43] simultaneously performed discriminative feature selection and common subspace learning for different modalities and [44] proposed a prototype random subspace method with kernel similarities for HFR. State-of-the-art NIR-VIS results are often obtained by removing multiple principal subspace components [19] . A multi-view discriminant analysis [45] and mutual component analysis [46] were further developed for reducing the modality difference.
Deep learning methods mainly utilize CNNs to extract deep feature representations of heterogeneous images. These methods are often pre-trained on a large-scale VIS dataset and fine-tuned on NIR face images to learn a modality invariant representation. In [17] , a pre-trained VIS CNN was used along with different metric learning strategies to improve the HFR performance. In [16] , two types of NIR-VIS triplet loss to reduce intra-class variations were employed and the number of training sample pairs was augmented. In [9] , two networks (named VisNet and NIRNet) were trained with small convolutional filters, and the two networks' output features were coupled by creating a Siamese network with contrastive loss. By utilizing the CNN approach, these methods achieved a verification rate of 91.03 percent at a FAR of 0.1 percent and a rank-1 accuracy of 95.74 percent on the challenging CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database [16] . However, compared with that of VIS recognition, the performance of NIR-VIS HFR is still far from satisfactory. For example, rank-1 accuracy on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 face database is significantly lower than that on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) VIS database [47] (rank-1 accuracy is greater than 99 percent). The high performance of VIS recognition is related to deep learning techniques and the large number of VIS face images. However, because of the gap and the over-fitting problems, NIR-VIS HFR is still challenging for deep learning methods.
The invariant deep representation method was first proposed in our early work [48] . In addition to providing a more in-depth analysis and more extensive experiments, the major difference between this paper and our previous paper [48] is the introduction of the new Wasserstein distance and correlation constraint. Our experiments suggest that the new Wasserstein distance better measures the feature distribution difference between NIR and VIS face data, thereby leading to further improvements in the recognition performance (especially in terms of the FAR). In addition, the correlation constraint on the fully connected WCNN layers increases the adaptability of the learned features to the small-scale NIR training database, which also improves the performance. Compared with our early work [48] , our new WCNN method reduces the error rate by 62 percent at FAR=0.1 percent.
THE PROPOSED WASSERSTEIN CNN
The development of the CNN enabled substantial progress in VIS face recognition in recent years [13] , [14] , [15] . This section introduces the WCNN, a new CNN architecture for learning modality-invariant deep features for NIR-VIS HFR, and it consists of three key components, as shown in Fig. 1 . The first component aims at finding a low-dimensional subspace that contains modality-invariant features. The second component explores the use of the Wasserstein distance to measure the difference between the NIR and VIS distributions. The last component imposes a correlation prior on the fully connected layers to alleviate over-fitting on small-scale NIR datasets.
Problem Formulation
VIS and NIR images are denoted as I V and I N , respectively. The CNN feature extraction process can be formulated as
where the feature extraction function ConvðÞ is defined by the ConvNet, X i indicates a extracted feature vector, and Q i is the learned ConvNet parameters for modality I. In HFR, some common concepts are frequently assumed between heterogeneous modalities. Hence, we also assume that NIR and VIS face images share multiple common low-level features that correspond to the common high-level concepts. Hence, we let Q N ¼ Q V ¼ Q and X i ¼ ConvðI i ; QÞ. As shown in Fig. 1 , the output X i 2 R p of the last max-pooling layer of the WCNN represents the NIR and VIS channels. These two channels are assumed to share the same parameter Q.
Modality Invariant Subspace. Previous NIR-VIS matching methods often use a trick to alleviate the problem of appearance variation by removing some principal subspaces that are assumed to contain light spectrum information [4] , [19] . Observations and results also indicate that the appearance of a face is composed of identity information and variation information (e.g., lightings, poses, and expressions) [18] and removing spectrum information is helpful for the NIR-VIS performance [19] . Inspired by these results, we introduce three mapping matrices (i.e., W; P i 2 R dÂp ) in the CNN for modeling identity invariant information and variant spectrum information. Therefore, the deep feature representation can be defined as follows:
where WX i and P i X i denote the shared feature and the unique feature respectively. Considering the subspace decomposition properties of the matrices W and P i , we further impose an orthogonality constraint to make them unrelated to each other:
This orthogonality constraint can also reduce the parameter space and alleviate over-fitting. Compared with previous methods [3] , [19] , [39] , [46] that treat feature representation and subspace learning as two independent steps, our architecture naturally combines these two steps into an end-to-end network.
The Wasserstein Distance. The gap in the sensing mechanism between NIR and VIS images is a major difficulty in HFR. Previous methods often resort to sample-level constraints to reduce this gap. The triplet loss and contrastive loss constraints are imposed on NIR-VIS sample pairs in [11] and [9] respectively. These methods only consider the relationships among NIR-VIS samples rather than between NIR-VIS distributions. Recently, the Wasserstein distance was shown to play a prominent role in measuring the model distribution and the real distribution in generative adversarial networks (GAN) [49] , [50] . Inspired by the Wasserstein GAN [49] and BEGAN [50] , we use the Wasserstein distance to measure the consistency between the NIR and the VIS data distribution. Because NIR-VIS data are from different subjects and large extra-class variations are observed, we impose the Wasserstein distance on the distributions of a single subject. We further assume that the data distributions of the same subject follow a Gaussian distribution after nonlinear feature mapping. The Gaussian distribution assumption of the Wasserstein distance has been shown to be effective in the image generation problem [50] and the sequence matching problem [51] . The experimental results show that this assumption also provides meaningful learning results for HFR.
Given two Gaussian distributions X ¼ N ðm N ; C N Þ and Y ¼ N ðm N ; C N Þ that correspond to one subject, where the means are m N ; m V 2 R p and the covariances are C N ; C V 2 R pÂp , the 2-Wasserstein distance between X and Y of one subject is defined as follows [50] :
As in [50] , we simplify (3) to: where s N and s V are the standard deviations of X and Y , taking the following forms:
The gradient of X can be computed as
where is a constant. Analogously, the gradient of Y can be written as
Correlation Prior. One challenge of applying a CNN to HFR is the over-fitting problem of CNNs on a small-scale training set. In a CNN, fully connected layers often contribute the majority of the parameters. Because both NIR and VIS labels are used in HFR, the number of class labels in HFR is twice as large as that in VIS face recognition. A large number of class labels also result in fully connected layers of a large size. Hence, when the training set is of a small-scale, fully connected layers can not be well adjusted and may easily over-fit the data. The fully connected layer of the WCNN is composed of two matrices, which are denoted as F N and F V and correspond to the NIR and the VISmodalities, respectively. We expected M ¼ ½ F N F V to be highly correlated such that M T M is a block-diagonal matrix. 1 A correlated M will reduce the size of the estimated parameter space and naturally alleviate the over-fitting problem. We exploit the matrix nuclear norm on M, i.e.,
The matrix nuclear norm requires that M has a low-rank structure and its elements are linearly correlated. Then M T M tends to be a block-diagonal matrix. Given the SVD decomposition of M ¼ USV T , we can obtain:
Since the elements of S are non-negative, the gradient of the nuclear norm can be written as:
Therefore, we can use UV T as the subgradient of the nuclear norm. Note that because the fully connected matrices F V and F N are not used for testing, the correlation prior is only intended to alleviate over-fitting and not to compress the network.
Optimization Method
The commonly used softmax loss is used to train the whole network, taking the following form,
where c is the class label for each sample andp ij is the predicted probability. Moreover, we denote 1fÁg as the indicator function so that 1fa true statementg ¼ 1 and 1fa false statementg ¼ 0.
According to the theory of lagrange multipliers, (14) can be reformulated as an unconstrained problem,
where i are the lagrange multipliers and k Á k 2 F denotes the Frobenius norm.
To decrease the discrepancy between different modalities, we apply the Wasserstein distance to measure two distributions of NIR and VIS images from the same subject.
Under the WCNN training scheme, we employ mini-batch stochastic gradient descent to optimize the objective function, and use the statistics of each mini-batch to represent the means and standard deviations instead.
To alleviate over-fitting, we also introduce Eq. (9) . Then the final objective function takes the following form,
where b 1 ; b 2 and b 3 are the trade-off coefficients for each part. If the gradient descent method is used to minimize Eq. (14), we should update parameters W; P i ; F i and Q. We follow the back-propagation method to update the vector of convolutional parameters Q. The gradients of W , P i and F i can be expressed as
Note that the updating gradients for W , P i and F i contain two parts. The first one is used for conventional back-propagation in CNN. The second part of W; P i for subspace learning can be re-organized in
1. Block-diagonal prior was used in subspace segmentation to make clustering results more accurately [52] . It requires an affinity matrix to be block-diagonal to characterize sample clusters. 
Because Eq. (14) contains several variables and is nonconvex, we develop an alternating minimization method for minimizing Eq. (14) in an end-to-end CNN optimization scheme. First, we update the parameters by conventional back-propagation to optimize the CNN. Then, we fix the CNN parameters and update matrices W; P i ; F i by their own gradients. The optimization details are summarized in Algorithm 1. As in [53] , the vector of parameters Q of the CNN is initialized by the pre-trained model and the mapping matrices W; P i ; F i are initialized by
where U Àa; a ½ is the uniform distribution in the interval ðÀa; aÞ and m is the dimension of the original features. 
Network Structure
The basic VIS network (the convolutional parameter sharing part in Fig. 1 ) is built based on the light CNN network 2 [54] . The network is composed of nine convolutional layers with four max-pooling layers, and then a fully connected layer. The values of Q are initialized by training the light CNN on a large-scale VIS dataset [55] , and the Softmax and maxout operations are used as the loss function and activation function, respectively. The MS-Celeb-1M dataset [55] , which contains a total of 8.5 M images of approximately 100K subjects, is used for training. We normalize and crop all training VIS images to 144 Â 144 according to five facial points. To enrich the training data, we randomly crop the training images to 128 Â 128. We set the dropout ratio to 0.7 for the fully connected layer. We initialize the learning rate to 1e À3 and gradually reduce it to 1e À5 over 4,000,000 iterations. The trained single VIS network obtained an accuracy of 98.90 percent on the challenging LFW dataset.
Using the pre-trained basic VIS network, we further learn a modality-invariant Wasserstein CNN from the NIR-VIS data. We initialize the low-level convolution layers of the WCNN via the pre-trained basic VIS network. NIR and VIS images are input into two CNN channels with shared parameters. Then, a feature layer (as in shown Fig. 1 ) is defined for projecting the low-level features into two orthogonal feature subspaces. Therefore, the correlated properties of the NIR and VIS identities can be leveraged and the domain-specific properties of both modalities are enforced. When the sum of the Wasserstein distances over all subjects reaches zero, invariant deep features are learned. Finally, the Softmax loss functions are separately used for the NIR and VIS representations as the supervisory signals. Because a maxout operator is included in the feature layer, the final feature dimension is d=2 when W 2 R dÂm . As in the VIS training, we crop and resize all NIR and VIS images to 144 Â 144 pixels and randomly select a region of size 128 Â 128 pixels for NIR-VIS training. The learning rate of the WCNN is set to 1e À4 initially and reduced to 1e À6 gradually for approximately 100,000 iterations. The trade-off parameters b 1 ; b 2 , b 3 and i are set to 1, 1, 0.001, and 0.001, respectively. Because the numerical value of each term in Eq. (14) is significantly different, their trade-off parameters are simply set such that the value of each term is on the same scale.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we systemically evaluate the proposed WCNN approach against traditional methods and deep learning methods on three recently published NIR-VIS face databases: the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database, the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS database and the BUAA-VisNir database. Fig. 2 shows samples of cropped VIS and NIR facial images from the three databases.
Datasets and Protocols
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Face Database: this database [4] is the largest public and most challenging NIR-VIS heterogeneous face database. This database contains images of the same subjects with large variations, including lighting, expression, pose, and distance. To simulate real-world variations, the database also contains images of subjects wearing glasses or not. This database was collected in four sessions from 2007 to 2010. A total of 725 subjects is included, and they range from children to the elderly. Each subject has 1-22 VIS and 5-50 NIR images. Each image is randomly gathered without a one-to-one correlation between NIR and VIS images. Two types (views) of evaluation protocols are used for super-parameter adjustments and training/testing.
https://github.com/AlfredXiangWu/face_verification_ experiment
We follow the standard protocol in View 2 to evaluate the different methods. Ten-fold experiments are performed, with each considering a collection of training and testing lists. The training and testing sets contain nearly equal numbers of subjects. For each training fold, NIR and VIS training images are randomly combined. To form approximately 2,500 VIS images and 6,100 NIR images from approximately 360 subjects. These subjects are different from the 358 subjects in the testing set. Thus, the subjects in the training set and the testing set are different and the two sets are disjointed. We train the WCNN on the training set in each fold. For each testing fold, the gallery set always contains a total of 358 VIS images from 358 subjects. That is, each subject only has one VIS image. The probe set is composed of over 6,000 NIR images from the same 358 subjects. Each NIR image in the probe set is matched against each VIS image in the gallery set, which results in a similarity matrix of size 358 by approximately 6,000.
Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS database: this database [21] is composed of 80 subjects with six expression variations (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise). Fifty subjects are from Oulu University, and the remaining 30 subjects are from CASIA. Because the facial images of this database are captured under different environments from two institutes, their illumination conditions are slightly different [39] . Following the protocols in [39] , we select a subset of this database for our experiments, which includes 10 subjects from Oulu University and 30 subjects from CASIA. Eight face images for each expression are randomly selected from each of the NIR and VIS datasets. As a result, a total of 96 images (48 NIR images and 48 VIS images) are available for each subject. Twenty subjects are used for training, and the remaining 20 subjects are used for testing. All VIS images of the 20 subjects that are used for testing constitute the gallery set, and all their corresponding NIR images constitute the probe set.
BUAA-VisNir face database: this database [22] is often used for domain adaptation evaluations across imaging sensors. This database has contains images of 150 subjects, with 9 VIS images and 9 NIR images of each subject captured simultaneously. The nine images of each subject correspond to nine distinct poses or expressions: neutral-frontal, leftrotation, right-rotation, tilt-up, tilt-down, happiness, anger, sorrow and surprise. The training set and testing set are composed of 900 images of 50 subjects and 1800 images of the remaining 100 subjects respectively. As in [21] , to avoid the probe and gallery images showing in the same pose and expression, only one VIS image of each subject is selected from the gallery set during testing. Hence, the gallery set and probe set have 100 VIS images and 900 NIR images, respectively. This testing protocol is challenging due to the large pose and illumination variations in the probe set.
Results for the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 Database
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed WCNN by comparing it with state-of-the-art methods, including traditional methods and deep learning methods. Because most methods follow the standard protocol, to evaluate their performance for the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database, we directly report their results from the published papers.
The traditional methods include kernel coupled spectral regression (KCSR) [56] , kernel prototype similarities (KPS) [44] , kernel discriminative spectral regression (KDSR) [42] , PCA+HCA [4] , learning coupled feature spaces (LCFSs) [43] , coupled discriminant face descriptor (C-DFD) [57] , DSIFT +PCA+LDA [58] , coupled discriminant feature learning (CDFL) [12] , Gabor+RBM+Remove 11PCs [19] , reconstruction+UDP [31] , H2(LBP3) [39] , common encoding feature discriminant (CEFD) [3] . The results of the LCFS, C-DFD and CDFL methods are from [12] , and those of the remaining methods are from their respective published papers. For the deep learning methods, we compare the recently proposed TRIVET [16] , HFR-CNNs [17] and IDNet [9] . In addition, the results of the following two VIS CNN methods are discussed: VGG [59] and SeetaFace [23] . Table 1 shows the rank-1 accuracy and verification rates of different NIR-VIS methods. Fig. 3a further plots the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the proposed method and its three top competitors. To improve the [39] 43.8 36.5 10.1 -C-DFD [12] , [57] 65.8AE1.6 61.9 46.2 -DSIFT [58] 73.3AE1.1 ---CDFL [12] 71.5AE1.4 67.7 55.1 1000 Gabor+RBM [19] 86.2AE1.0 -81.3AE1.8 -Recon.+UDP [31] 78.5AE1.7 -85.8 1024 CEFD [3] 85.6 ---VGG [59] 62.1AE1.9 70.9AE1.3 39.7AE2.9 4096 SeetaFace [23] 68.0AE1.7 85.2AE1.1 58.8AE2.3 2048 TRIVET [16] 95.7AE0.5 98.1AE0.3 91.0AE1.3 512 HFR-CNNs [17] 85.9AE0.9 -78.0 -IDNet [9] 87.1AE0.9 -74.5 320 IDR [48] 97.3AE0. Because of the sensing gap, the three VIS deep models do not perform well for NIR-VIS HFR. The rank-1 accuracy and VR@FAR=0.1 percent of the VGG and SeetaFace methods are lower than those of the state-of-the-art traditional methods, and significantly worse than those of the deep learning methods trained on the NIR-VIS dataset. Compared with VGG and SeetaFace, the CEFD and Gabor+RBM methods can also obtain higher rank-1 accuracy. These results suggest that although the large-scale VIS dataset is helpful for VIS face recognition, it has limited benefits for HFR if only a small-scale NIR dataset is available. Hence a suitable deep structure for NIR and VIS modalities must be designed. Then the deep learning based methods (TRIVET, HFR-CNNs and IDNet) may outperform the traditional methods.
Compared with the capabilities of traditional methods (CEFD, Gabor+RBM and reconstruction+UDP), the improvements achieved by the recently proposed deep learning based methods (TRIVET, HFR-CNNs and IDNet) are limited. In particular, high rank-1 accuracy does not ensure a high verification rate or a better ROC curve. The experimental results clearly show that our WCNN method yields a superior overall performance compared with that of the other NIR-VIS methods. One of the main strengths of the WCNN is its ability to yield consistent improvements in terms of the rank-1 accuracy and verification rates. The advantage of the WCNN is particularly apparent when the FAR is low. Moreover, the standard deviations of the WCNNs are also smaller than those of their competitors. The smaller standard deviations indicate that the WCNNs obtain better results on all 10-fold experiments. In particular, because we utilize an orthogonal subspace to separate spectral information and identity information, the feature dimension of our method is smaller than that of the other methods. All these results suggest that deep learning is effective for the NIR-VIS recognition problem, and a compact and modality-invariant feature representation can be learned from a single CNN.
Compared with our earlier version (IDR) [48] , the WCNN +low-rank method further improves the rank-1 accuracy from 97.3 to 98.7 percent and VR@FAR=0.1 percent from 95.7 to 98.4 percent. It further reduces the error rate (1-VR) by 62 percent at FAR=0.1 percent. Although the rank-1 accuracy and VR@FAR=0.1 percent of the WCNN are high, the lowrank constraint could still improve the performance of the WCNN. Note that 2,148,000 NIR-VIS pairs are included in the testing set. Hence, a small improvement will result in the correct classification of many NIR-VIS pairs. These results highlight the importance of the Wasserstein distance and the low-rank constraint for the sensing gap and over-fitting problems. When these two problems are well treated, deep learning methods significantly improve the NIR-VIS recognition performance. Fig. 4 shows the visual results of correctly matched faces and failed cases in terms of the rank-1 accuracy. The left image is from the probe set, and the right two images are from the gallery set. The numerical score under each gallery image is its similarity score with the probe image in the same row. The notation 'GT' indicates that a gallery image and a probe image correspond to the same subject. From the correctly matched results in Fig. 4a , we observe that a large margin occurs between the ground-truth scores ('GT'), and the impostor scores ('Rank-2'). The ground-truth scores are all larger than 0.7, and the impostor scores are all smaller than 0.5. This large margin also enables our WCNNs to obtain better ROC curves. Fig. 4b shows the failed cases in which the rank-1 gallery image with the highest score does not correspond to the same subject as the probe image. We observe that the ground-truth scores ('GT') and the impostor scores ('Rank-1') are similar, and they are all smaller than 0.6. These failed cases may be related to large pose variations. Both the pose variations and the sensing gap lead to large appearance variations, which increases the difficulty of identifying the probe images in Fig. 4b , even by the human eye.
Results for the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS Database
In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods for the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS database. Compared with that of the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database, the training set of the Oulu-CASIA NIR-VIS database only consists of 20 subjects, which represents a relatively small-scale. Hence, this database is challenging for a deep learning method because of over-fitting. We follow the testing protocol in [39] and compare the WCNN with the MPL3 [21] , KCSR [56] , KPS [44] , KDSR [42] , KDSR [42] , H2(LBP3) [39] and TRIVET [16] . The results of the MPL3, KCSR, KPS, KDSR, KDSR and H2(LBP3) methods are from [39] . The TRIVET method is used as the baseline of deep learning methods. Table 2 shows the rank-1 accuracy and verification rates of different NIR-VIS matching methods. We observe that the methods can be ordered according to the ascending rank-1 accuracy as follows: MPL3, KPS, KCSR, KDSR, H2(LBP3), TRIVET, IDR, WCNN and WCNN+low-rank. The four deep learning methods perform significantly better than the five traditional methods in terms of rank-1 accuracy. Although the rank-1 accuracy of TRIVET is higher than that of H2 (LBP3), the VR@FAR=0.1 percent value of TRIVET is close to that of H2(LBP3). This finding may be because all VIS images of each subject are from the gallery and all their corresponding NIR images are treated as probes. Because a NIR image is paired with a VIS image during testing, a deep learning method can easily obtain a high similarity score for paired data. Thus, the rank-1 accuracy of one deep learning method is high. However, due to the sensing gap, the NIR image feature of one person may be similar to the VIS image feature of another person showing the same expression. These two features may also have a higher similarity score. Therefore, the verification rates of all methods are not high at a low FAR. Because of the small-scale of the training set for this database, the four deep learning methods can not capture all variations. Thus, their verification rates are lower than those for the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database. As expected, the WCNN method achieves the highest performance in terms of rank-1 accuracy and verification rate. Fig. 3b plots the ROC curves of the four deep learning methods. The verification rates of all four methods drop dramatically as FAR becomes small. TRIVET obtains the lowest ROC curve. Only small improvement is observed between the curves of the WCNN and IDR. When the low-rank constraint is imposed on IDR, the ROC curve of IDR+low-rank is close to that of the WCNN, which means that Wasserstein distance does not contribute substantially to the ROC curve. This finding is mainly because the training set of this database is of a small-scale. As a result, the WCNN over-fits this small-scale training set. When the low-rank constraint is imposed on the fully connected layer of the WCNN, a significant difference is observed between the ROC curves of the WCNN and WCNN +low-rank. These results suggest that a suitable constraint on the fully connected layer can alleviate the over-fitting problem on small training sets.
Results for the BUAA VisNir Database
In this section, we evaluate the proposed methods on the BUAA VisNir database. As shown in Fig. 2c , the VIS and NIR images are well aligned and have a similar appearance because they are captured simultaneously. These wellaligned NIR and VIS images potentially facilitate the capture of intrinsic identity variations for deep learning methods and reduce the sensing gap. We follow the testing protocol in [39] to evaluate the NIR-VIS matching methods. The results for the BUAA VisNir database are presented in Table 3 and Fig. 3c . The results of the MPL3, KCSR, KPS, KDSR, KDSR and H2(LBP3) methods are from [39] .
We observe that the five deep learning methods perform better than the five traditional methods. The methods can be ordered according to the ascending rank-1 accuracy as MPL3, KPS, KCSR, KDSR, H2(LBP3), TRIVET, IDR, IDR+low-rank, WCNN and WCNN+low-rank. Our WCNN+low-rank method improves the best rank-1 accuracy from 88.8 to 97.4 percent and VR@FAR=0.1 from 73.4 to 91.9 percent. When the lowrank constraint and the Wasserstein distance are introduced to the IDR, the IDR's performance is significantly improved. In particular, the highest performance is achieved when both the low-rank constraint and the Wasserstein distance are used because deep learning methods are simultaneously degraded by the sensing gap and over-fitting problems. Our proposed architecture can naturally address these two problems in an end-to-end network, thereby resulting in higher performance for this database.
We also observe that WCNN+low-rank can further improve the performance of IDR+low-rank, suggesting that Wasserstein distance does work on this database. Note that our WCNNs aim to reduce the discrepancy between NIR and VIS distributions. Although there are only nine images per subject on the BUAA VisNir dataset and distribution estimation may be inaccurate, WCNNs can still find a feature space in which the discrepancy between NIR and VIS distributions is minimized. Generally, the more images per subject are used, the better the discrepancy between two distributions can be obtained. Due to limited training samples, the performance of WCNNs on the BUAA VisNir database is lower than that on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database. Fig. 3c shows that the methods can be ordered according to the ascending ROC curves as follows, TRIVET, IDR, IDR +low-rank, WCNN and WCNN+low-rank. The low-rank constraint significantly improves the ROC curves of the IDR and WCNN, especially when the FAR is low. Because the training set of this database is of a small-scale, deep learning methods may over-fit the training set. Fig. 5 plots the values of matrix M T M without (Fig. 5a ) and with (Fig. 5b ) the lowrank constraint on the fully connected layer of the WCNN. A lighter color indicates a higher correlation. When the lowrank correlation constraint is used, obvious variations occur in the top-right and bottom-left areas of the M T M. Note that M is composed of F N and F V . The diagonal elements in the top-right and bottom-left areas have a lighter color, which indicates that F N and F V are correlated, thus reducing the size of the parameter space of the fully connected layer. These results further validate the effectiveness of the lowrank correlation constraint, which suggests that correlation constraints can be used on the fully connected layer to alleviate the over-fitting problem.
Ablation Study
In this section, we investigate different architectures and configurations of our proposed WCNN method via the 10-fold evaluation on the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database. Six variations of the WCNN are considered: three for comparing architectures and three for comparing objective functions. As in our previous conference version [48] , the notation 'DR' indicates the basic network of the WCNN with only the shared convolutional layers and the shared mapping matrix W , in which the parameters b 3 , b 2 and i are all set to zero. IDR indicates the variation of the WCNN without the simplified Wasserstein distance.
We also study the effect of different convolutional layers and mapping matrices (or transformations) for the WCNN. In Figs. 6a, 6b and 6c, we illustrate the three variants of the WCNN as WCNN1+low-rank, WCNN2+low-rank and WCNN3+low-rank, respectively. In WCNN1 +low-rank, two different convolutional layers and mapping matrices are used for NIR and VIS images respectively. In the WCNN2+low-rank method, two different convolutional layers and a shared mapping matrix are considered. In the WCNN3+low-rank method, shared convolutional layers and two different mapping matrices are considered. Table 4 tabulates the comparison results of the six WCNN variants. Each component of Eq. (14) makes an important contribution to the WCNN in terms of both rank-1 accuracy and verification rate. When applying CNNs to NIR-VIS HFR, one should address the sensing gap and over-fitting problems. Each component of the WCNN is elaborately integrated into an end-to-end CNN network to address these two challenging problems, which results in significant improvements in the recognition performance. The effectiveness of the Wasserstein distance and the lowrank constraints of the WCNN has also been verified in Tables 3 and 2 .
The results show that the WCNN1+low-rank and WCNN2+low-rank methods do not yield better results than the WCNN+low-rank method because they have larger convolutional parameter spaces, and large-scale NIR-VIS training images are not available. The shared strategy in the WCNN actually provides a method of constraining the convolutional parameter space of the WCNN. Comparing with the WCNN3+low-rank and WCNN+low-rank methods, we observe that there is also a performance drop of WCNN3 +low-rank. This finding further demonstrates that the architecture of the orthogonal subspace in the WCNN +low-rank method performs better than the architecture of the two mapping matrices in the WCNN3+low-rank method. In particular, during the deep feature extraction in testing, the WCNN+low-rank method only needs one mapping matrix (P N and P V are not used during testing) whereas the WCNN3+low-rank method needs two mapping matrices. Moreover, in heterogenous face recognition, the major discrepancy between NIR and VIS images is the light (or sensing) spectral information, the NIR and VIS images from the same person have the unique identity information. If deep convolution parameters are powerful enough to remove spectral information from identity information, one can use the same parameters for NIR and VIS images to extract identity information. Particularly, there are three projection matrices after convolution parameters. P N , P V and W correspond to NIR spectral information, VIS spectral information and identity information respectively. If spectral information is well separated, the projection matrix W only contains the same identity information. Hence, one can potentially use the identity related subnetwork (the shared convolution parameters and W in our WCNN) to extract invariant feature representation.
To further investigate the effectiveness of each component of the WCNN, we vary the parameter values in Eq. (14) . Note that, to balance the components, we simply set b 1 , b 2 , b 3 and i to make the value of each component be on the same scale. Then, these parameters are multiplied by two scale factors (0.5 and 2.0). The small scale factor reduces the effectiveness of a component, and the large scale factor enhances the effectiveness of a component. Note that the CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 database contains 10-fold evaluation experiments and each fold has 214,800 comparisons. According to Table 5 , small performance variations are observed under the different settings. As expected, when one or two components in Eq. (14) are dropped, recognition accuracy decreases significantly. These findings indicate that if the parameters of the WCNN are balanced, large parameter ranges occur in which the WCNN can obtain a better result.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has developed a Wasserstein CNN approach that uses only one network to project both NIR and VIS images to a compact euclidean space. The WCNN naturally combines subspace learning and invariant feature extraction into a CNN, and divides the high-level layer of the CNN into two orthogonal subspaces that contain modality-invariant identity information and modality-variant light spectrum information. The Wasserstein distance is used to measure the difference between heterogeneous feature distributions, and it is effective at reducing the sensing gap. To the best of our knowledge, this paper represents the first attempt to formulate a probability distribution learning approach for VIS-NIR matching in the NIR-VIS HFR field. In addition, a low-rank constraint has been studied for alleviating the over-fitting problem on small-scale NIR-VIS face data. An alternating minimization approach has been developed to minimize the joint formulation of the WCNN in an end-to-end manner. Extensive experimental results using three challenging NIR-VIS face recognition databases show that our WCNN methods significantly outperform state-ofthe-art NIR-VIS face recognition methods. Experimental results also verify the effectiveness of Wasserstein distance to measure NIR and VIS distributions, resulting in further performance improvements. However, when training samples are small-scale, the improvement benefited from Wasserstein distance tends to be small. Hence, one future trend is to investigate more distribution measures to accurately match NIR and VIS distributions. 
